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EFFICIENCY MATTERS

Choosing the Right AODD Pump
Some OEMs are listening to customer demands for less expensive products.
By Peter Schüten
Almatec

L

ife is full of choices. From an
economic standpoint, the choice
typically comes down to: Do you
invest in something, no matter the cost,
that you plan to keep for many years?
Or do you go with something that is the
more cost-effective option then, knowing
it may need to be replaced sooner?
Industrial manufacturers face this
dilemma all the time, especially when it
comes to selecting the equipment that
will be used in their many production
processes. The operator’s dual demands
of need and budget collide, forcing a
decision: buy a pump that can get by
until there is time or money available
for the next plant upgrade, or go with
the premium model that promises many
years of reliable performance but has a
higher purchase price.
No matter the final decision, the
choice will prove to be one that does not
compromise safety, operational reliability
or the bottom line.

A Change in Attitude
In recent years, the range of pump
choices has expanded due to the influx of
imitation pumps—or “knockoffs”—into
the market. This increased inventory has
been wedded to a change in the attitude
of pump users. What was once a search
for the best solution has evolved in many
instances into a quest to find a pump that
is just “good enough” to perform the task
at hand.
In the universe of air-operated
double-diaphragm (AODD) pumps,
the gold standard has long been a
model constructed of heavy, dense
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plastic that can withstand the rigors
of continuous-duty use and has wetted
parts constructed of polyethylene (PE)
or polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) so
that it is compatible with a wide variety
of fluids, including those that are highly
acidic, abrasive or corrosive. The tradeoff
for the operator in using a pump that
offered the highest reliability was a
higher purchase cost.
Today, many pump users believe that
a premium pump is not always required
for some of the more basic fluid-handling
applications, such as those found in
water-processing, electroplating or
galvanizing operations. In these cases,
while the user knows it is always better
to have a heavier pump, they will choose
a lighter alternative because it can still
perform rudimentary tasks, but will do
so with a lower capital investment.
This change has opened the door for
imitators to make their way into the
market, with most of the knockoff AODD
pumps being produced by companies
where the costs of raw materials and
labor are cheaper, which leads to an even
lower price tag on the pump. However,
pump purchasers must beware because it
is difficult to truly replicate the original.

Defusing Operational Risks
A major concern with the imitation
brands is the chance that the pumps
produced are actually copies of copies
of copies, and the farther you move
away from the original, the less likely
it is that the pump will perform up
to the expectations created by its
outward appearance.

This can be problematic when the pump
is scheduled to be used in production
atmospheres that must conform to the
tenets of the European Union’s (EU)
explosive atmosphere (ATEX) regulation.
The manufacturers and users of fluids
that can be dangerous and hazardous in
explosive atmospheres have been working
for years with government regulators
to create a safer manufacturing
environment, with petrochemical plants,
oilfields, offshore oil platforms and mines
among the most common places these
dangerous chemicals are found. With
that in mind, in 2003, the EU made it
mandatory that manufacturers within
the EU follow the ATEX directives when
handling or producing chemicals in
potentially explosive atmospheres.
Hazardous-area atmospheres are
classified into zones based on size,
location and the likelihood of an
explosion. Zones 0, 1 and 2 specify gasvapor-mist, while zones 20, 21 and 22
specify dust. These classifications dictate
that those properties be protected from
sources of ignition. Zone 0 and 20 require
the Category 1 designation—the highest
risk of an explosive atmosphere being
present. Other categories are Zone 1 and
21, which fall into Category 2; and Zone 2
and 22, which require Category 3.
There are also three preconditions for
the ATEX directive to apply. First, the
equipment should be intended for use
in a potentially explosive environment.
It should be under normal atmospheric
conditions and the equipment must have
its own effective source of ignition.
Traditional AODD pumps satisfy
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the ATEX criteria because they can be
constructed of PE conductive materials
that are compatible with the corrosive
or abrasive fluids that are often required
in, for example, chemical processing. The
pump’s solid-body construction is also
critical in this area as it increases the
pump’s strength, while the solid-body
design eliminates the leak paths that
can develop in comparable injectionmolded plastic pumps. The AODD pump’s
inherent seal-free design also contributes
to a decreased risk of product leaks since
there are no seals to fail.
In the end, those who work with
hazardous fluids or operate in potentially
explosive atmospheres would be wise
to make ATEX-conforming, solid-body
plastic AODD pumps standard in their
operations—and should make careful
choices in these potentially dangerous
operating conditions. ATEX is widely
considered the accepted symbol of safety,
and using ATEX-rated equipment can
provide operators with the peace of mind
they need when working in potentially
dangerous environments.

Countering the Imitators
The recent trend toward “good enough”
thinking within the industry prompted
one manufacturer to consider the
development of a more cost-effective
alternative to counter the imitators.
The pump, which is available in
10-millimeter (mm) (3/8-inch), 15-mm
(1/2-inch) and 25-mm (1-inch) port
sizes, is designed for fluid-handling
applications that do not require highend features. Still, the pump has the
mass needed for oscillating pumps with
wetted parts constructed of PE or PTFE,
with conductive versions with ATEX
conformity also available, while the
diaphragms and ball valves are made
of PTFE and ethylene propylene diene
monomer (EPDM) rubber.
The pump’s housing parts are tightened
against each other via a diaphragmsized ring on each side. This structure
transmits the forces from the housing

bolts into the housing parts evenly,
which improves the pump’s longevity and
increases its safety.
Its air engine has no dead center and
operates without the need for lubrication.
It has only two moving parts that allow
it to achieve superior and volumetrically
consistent flow rates and optimize air
consumption, which lowers overall
operating costs.
The pumps are equipped with separate
female national pipe thread (NPT)threaded inlet and outlet manifolds,
while the air inlet is British standard pipe
(BSP)-threaded with an optional NPTthreaded air inlet also available.
The pump’s design also positions the
suction and discharge ports as separate
housing parts. The pump has no drives,
rotating parts or shaft seals and features
good suction head with self-priming and
dry-run capabilities.
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These characteristics make it ideal for
handling sludges, acids, alkalis, solvents,
slurries, emulsions, resins, powders,
aqueous solutions and fluids laden
with particulates.
It is best in applications such as paints
and inks, chemical processing, ceramics,
refining, mechanical engineering,
textile production, water and
wastewater processing, waste disposal,
paper production, galvanizing and
electroplating.
Peter Schüten is the Almatec product
manager with Almatec Maschinenbau
GmbH, Kamp-Lintfort, Germany.
Almatec is a brand of PSG, a Dover
company. Schüten may be reached at
peter.schuten@psgdover.com or
+49 2842 961 22. For more information,
visit almatec.de or psgdover.com.

The New

Almatec®
Original

New Almatec® C-Series AODD solid-body
plastic pumps are a cost-effective
alternative for your most challenging
hazardous chemical or abrasive material
transfer applications.
• Highly reliable Almatec solid-design construction
• Superior safety with ring-tightening design
• Highly compatible with multiple chemicals
• Conductive versions with ATEX conformity offered
• Available in 3 sizes: C 10 (3/8”), C 15 (1/2”)
and C 25 (1”)
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